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Abstract: Developments in experimental techniques in micro electron diffraction and serial X-ray
crystallography provide the opportunity to collect diffraction data from protein nanocrystals.
Incomplete unit cells on the surfaces of protein crystals can affect the distribution of diffracted
intensities for crystals with very high surface-to-volume ratios. The extraction of structure factors
from diffraction data for such finite protein crystals sizes is considered here. A theoretical model
for the continuous diffracted intensity distribution for data merged from finite crystals with
two symmetry-related sub-units of the conventional unit cell is presented. This is used to extend
a whole-pattern fitting technique to account for incomplete unit cells in the extraction of structure
factor amplitudes. The accuracy of structure factor amplitudes found from this whole-pattern fitting
technique and from an integration approach are evaluated.
Keywords: finite protein crystals; incomplete unit cells; structure factor amplitudes; micro electron
diffraction; serial X-ray crystallography; XFELs; whole-pattern fitting

1. Introduction
Serial X-ray crystallography (SXC) has developed in recent years at X-ray free-electron laser
(XFEL) [1] and synchrotron [2,3] facilities, enabling the study of protein crystals that are significantly
smaller than those used in conventional X-ray protein crystallography. Crystal sizes for SXC
experiments can be in the micron to submicron regime due to the serial nature of these experiments,
while conventional X-ray crystallography experiments require macroscopic crystals of the order of
100 µm to withstand the radiation dose delivered during data collection. Submicron protein crystals
are also used in micro electron diffraction (microED) experiments [4,5]. Protein crystal dimensions
involving just a few tens of unit cells are desirable for electron experiments [6]; this is required to
reduce the number of multiple scattering events [7].
The distribution of diffraction data from finite, submicron protein crystals departs from that
encountered in established X-ray crystallography diffraction methods. Small crystals that are wholly
illuminated by incident radiation act as finite diffracting objects and can produce broad peak
distributions with widths that are inversely proportional to crystal size [8]. A range of other factors
can affect the width of diffraction peaks [9], with limitations on the crystal size ranges for which size
estimation relationships can be applied [10]. Nevertheless, the broadening of diffraction spots from
finite protein crystals has been observed in SXC experiments and the collection of data from very small
crystals has been achieved [1,11]. It was shown in work preceding the first SXC experiments performed
at XFELs that powder diffraction data could be collected from submicron membrane protein crystals
(>100 nm) [12] with the peak widths of diffraction rings used to estimate average crystal mosaicity.
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The first SXC experiment performed at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) reported the collection
of diffraction data from single membrane protein crystals, some of which were estimated to have
dimensions of fewer than 10 unit cells (∼300 nm) [1]. The crystal size and beam coherence allowed for
the observation of diffraction fringes between Bragg locations. Extended peak distributions from the
merging of SXC diffraction data from cathepsin B crystals containing submicron dimensions have also
been demonstrated [11], producing a continuous diffracted intensity distribution.
Renewed consideration of crystal size effects is required for the analysis of data from SXC and
microED experiments that use very small crystals (<500 nm). The problem of distributions of protein
molecules on crystal surfaces is considered here with so-called ‘incomplete’ or ‘partial’ unit cells. In the
case of protein crystals, the smallest translationally repeating arrangement of a crystal, the unit cell, is
typically formed by several symmetry-related protein molecules. This is a mathematically convenient
construction for which a number of equivalent selections can be made for crystals whose dimensions
are very large compared with those of the unit cell. The boundaries of a crystal surface need not,
however, be defined by the boundaries of the conventional unit cell; while the crystal is bounded
by intact protein molecules, this does not require the formation of complete unit cells. A model of
a protein crystal with incomplete occupation of external unit cells is more realistic. The presence of
incomplete unit cells on crystal surfaces can be expected to have an effect upon the distribution of
diffracted intensities when the crystal acts as a finite object. It has been noted [13] that the presence
of incomplete unit cells may not affect diffracted intensities situated exactly at Bragg positions, yet
will alter diffracted intensities in inter-Bragg locations. Here we consider the accuracy of extracted
structure factor amplitudes from finite crystals. While structure factor amplitudes are associated with
Bragg locations, the estimation of structure factor amplitudes from experimental data typically requires
the characterisation of diffraction peak spots. Extended diffraction peak distributions arising from
finite crystal size effects may then be expected to affect the accuracy of structure factor amplitudes
found from data collected from finite crystals containing incomplete unit cells. This effect is negligible
for macroscopic crystals for which both the surface-to-volume ratios are low and crystal-size peak
broadening is absent.
The implications of incomplete unit cells in protein crystals have been considered previously for
the potential direct phasing of SXC data. This application was first proposed by Spence et al. [14] for
finite crystals composed of whole unit cells. They demonstrated that it may be feasible to access the
continuous scattering factor for the unit cell with diffracted intensity distributions formed from finite
crystals (assuming high dynamic ranges of detector images). This might be achieved by characterising
the average Bragg peak shape distributions and separating these from the merged distributions.
Coherent diffractive imaging techniques [15,16] might then be used for the determination of the unit
cell structure. This was later demonstrated with experimental data using artificial targets [17]. Other
work has considered this with the inclusion of incomplete unit cells [13,18–20], for which a common
definition of the underlying repeating atomic structure of the crystal is no longer satisfied. It has been
shown by Liu et al. [18] that the direct phasing approach of [14] may be used if it is assumed that a
single definition of the unit cell is preferentially formed. Kirian et al. [13] presented modifications
to the approach of [14] for random distributions of protein molecules on crystal surfaces using a
sub-lattice description for each molecular sub-unit, a similar approach also employed here. It was
shown through simulations [13] that the reconstruction algorithm could be modified using appropriate
diffracted intensity constraints for the solution of the protein structure.
In this work, we consider the influence of incomplete unit cells on the reliability of extracted
structure factor amplitudes for the conventional analysis of serial diffraction data from finite crystals.
Our model shows that the contribution of incomplete unit cells on diffracted intensity distributions is
most significant between Bragg locations. Extended peak distributions within continuous diffraction
distributions are produced in the finite crystal size limit. Peak integration methods for the extraction
of structure factor amplitudes include the contributions of diffracted intensities in selected regions
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around Bragg locations and, as a consequence, may introduce some inaccuracies due to incomplete
unit cells on crystal surfaces of finite crystals.
We present a study of the accuracy of structure factor amplitudes extracted using peak integration
methods compared with a new technique based on whole-pattern fitting analysis [21]. Whole-pattern
fitting analysis of serial crystallography data is a technique for the iterative estimation of structure
factor amplitudes via the fitting of a continuous model function to the observed diffracted intensity
distribution. Similar approaches are well-established in X-ray powder diffraction analysis to
extract structure factor amplitudes from extended and overlapping peak distributions arising in
one-dimensional powder diffraction patterns [22,23]. Diffraction data merged from finite protein
crystals from SXC and microED exhibit similarities to powder diffraction data due to the extended
diffracted intensities distributions that may be formed by crystal size effects and additional crystal and
beam characteristics. In contrast, the data can be merged into higher dimensional space due to the
collection of data from separate crystals. This has stimulated the development of whole-pattern fitting
analysis in higher dimensional space [21]. Initial studies involved simulated, finite crystals composed
entirely of whole unit cells. Here, we demonstrate the extension of this approach to incorporate the
presence of incomplete unit cells on crystal surfaces.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Construction of a Model for the Average Diffracted Intensity Distribution
The electron density of finite protein crystal, ρcryst (r), can be defined as the convolution of the
electron density of the unit cell, ρ(r), and a finite lattice function defining the shape, size and periodicity
of the crystal, l (r), defined by
ρcryst (r) = ρ(r) ⊗ l (r).
(1)
An extended formalism was proposed by Kirian et al. [13] to account for the presence of differing
numbers of sub-units within the conventional unit cell. This approach is adopted here and is expressed
for the simplest case of two sub-units as
ρcryst (r) = ρ1 (r) ⊗ l1 (r) + ρ2 (r) ⊗ l2 (r),

(2)

where ρ1 (r) and ρ2 (r) are the electron densities of each of the sub-units (labelled as types 1 and 2 here
for convenience) and l1 (r) and l2 (r) are the finite sub-lattices describing the positions of sub-units of
type 1 and 2, respectively.
SXC experiments on finite protein crystals require the merging of diffraction data from large
quantities of crystals to address experimental limitations imposed by radiation damage and for
the collection of three-dimensional structural information. Diffraction data collected in microED
experiments have also been reported to be merged from multiple crystals in some instances [24,25].
As derived by Kirian et al. [13], the diffracted intensity distribution averaged from n finite crystals can
be expressed as
h I (q)in ∝ | F1 (q)|2 h| L1 (q)|2 in + | F2 (q)|2 h| L2 (q)|2 in
(3)
+2Re{ F1∗ (q) F2 (q)h L1∗ (q) L2 (q)in },
where F1 (q) and F2 (q) are the scattering factors for each of two sub-units (types 1 and 2, respectively)
and h...in denotes the ensemble average from n finite protein crystals. h| L1 (q)|2 in and h| L2 (q)|2 in are
the average of the squared magnitudes of the Fourier transforms of the sub-lattices, l1 (r) and l2 (r),
respectively. Equation (3) assumes that the electron density of the sub-units is constant across the set of
merged crystals (or implicitly refers to an average electron density), yet allows for variation in crystal
size and shape across the crystal ensemble.
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Following Equation (3), we extend the formulation to include a generalised lattice-transform term,
h| L(q)|2 in , and correlation coefficients between contributions from sub-units, leading to


h I (q)in ≈ h| L(q)|2 in | F1 (q)|2 + | F2 (q)|2 + 2C12 (q)Re{ F1∗ (q) F2 (q)} ,

(4)

where the Cij (q) terms are correlation coefficients between sub-units of types i and j (i, j = 1, 2). These
terms are equal to unity for identical sub-unit types, yet otherwise introduce a term that is dependent
on the scattering vector (i 6= j). This is demonstrated for a two-dimensional parallelogram crystal in
the Appendix A.
The scattering factor of the conventional unit cell is bandwidth-limited function. We have
previously [21] used this observation to express the scattering factor of the unit cell via interpolation
with the shape transform of the unit cell at the Bragg sampling rate. The scattering factors from
separate sub-units of the unit cell can be similarly characterised using
Fi (q) =

∑ Fi (qk )Su (q − qk ),

(5)

k

where i = 1, 2 denote the contributions from the two symmetry-related components of a whole
unit cell, Su (q − qk ) is the shape transform of the unit cell (i.e., the Fourier transform of a binary
function defining the extent and boundary), centred on the Bragg locations, qk , and the summation is
performed over Bragg reflections, k. It should be noted that Equation (5) is an extension of the model
of Guinier [26] for the electron density of a finite crystal that assumes that the electron density within a
unit cell is truncated at the boundaries of the cell. Our model extends this to allow for the absence
of electron density sub-units within these boundaries. It has been shown by Ino and Minami [27]
that other definitions of the electron density of a finite crystal can be made from consideration of
the centring of atoms or, in this case, molecular clusters within the unit cell. This would introduce
a new form of the structure factor amplitude, F (q, qk ), with dependence on the scattering vector, q.
The inclusion of this dependence of the scattering factor amplitude may improve the performance of
whole-pattern modeling in future work.
Assuming the validity of Equation (5), it follows that Equation (4) can be recast into the form

1
h I (q)in ≈ ∑ [ I (qk ) 1 + C12 (q)) Pk (q − qk ],
2
k

(6)

where I (qk ) is an intensity parameter corresponding to the whole unit cell case,
I (qk ) = | F1 (qk ) + F2 (qk )|2 ,

(7)

Pk (q − qk ) = h| L(q)|2 in |Su (q − qk )|2 .

(8)

and

2.1.1. The Whole-Pattern Fitting Model
In this section, the form of Equation (6) is derived and the range of validity of its approximations
is discussed. This expression is used later to model the diffracted intensity distribution formed from
simulated finite protein crystals with incomplete unit cells on crystal surfaces during the application
of whole-pattern fitting analysis. We have previously demonstrated the feasibility of whole-pattern
fitting analysis for the improved extraction of structure factor amplitudes using finite crystals [21].
In our previous work, it was shown that the diffracted intensity distribution from ideal finite crystals
with whole unit cells can be written as

h I (q)in ∝ ∑ | F (qk )|2 h|Sk (q − qk )|2 in ,
k

(9)
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where h|Sk (q − qk )|2 i N is the average of the Fourier transforms of the shape functions defining the
crystal dimensions and boundaries. This can be equivalently expressed as

h I (q)in ∝ ∑k | F (qk )|2 |Su (q − qk )|2 h| L(q)|2 in ,
= ∑k I (qk )|Su (q − qk )|2 h| L(q)|2 in ,

(10)

where Su (q − qk ) is the shape transform of the unit cell (as in Equation (5)) and h| L(q)|2 in is the
lattice-transform term. Here, a similar approach is used to account for the presence of incomplete
unit cells.
Substitution of the interpolation expression for the scattering factors of separate sub-units
(Equation (5)) can be made into the average diffracted intensity distribution given in
Equation (4), yielding
h

h I (q)in ∝ ∑k [(| F1 (qk )|2 + | F2 (qk )|2 )
+2C12 (q)Re{ F1∗ (qk ) F2 (qk )}]
i
×|Su (q − qk )|2 h| L(q)|2 in .

(11)

Several definitions are made in the following to recast the continuous diffracted intensity
distribution in terms of conventional crystallographic intensities at Bragg positions. We begin by
introducing the definitions
Pα,k (q − qk ) = |Su (q − qk )|2 h| L(q)|2 in

(12)

Pβ,k (q − qk ) = |Su (q − qk )|2 h| L(q)|2 in C12 (q)

(13)

and
into the diffracted intensity distribution, Equation (11), to obtain

h I (q)in ∝ ∑k [(| F1 (qk )|2 + | F2 (qk )|2 ) Pα,k (q − qk )
+2Re{ F1∗ (qk ) F2 (qk )} Pβ,k (q − qk )]
or

(14)

h I (q)in ∝ ∑k [(| F1 (qk )|2 + | F2 (qk )|2 )
× P̄k (q − qk ) + ∆Pk (q − qk )



+2Re{ F1∗ (qk ) F2 (qk )}
×( P̄k (q − qk ) − ∆Pk (q − qk ))]

= ∑k I (qk ) P̄k (q − qk )

+ I 0 (qk )∆Pk (q − qk ) ,

(15)

(16)

where I (qk ) is the conventional crystallographic intensity at Bragg location, qk , (Equation (7)) and
I 0 (qk ) = ∑k [| F1 (qk )|2 + | F2 (qk )|2 − 2Re{ F1∗ (qk ) F2 (qk )}] weights the second term and differs from
the conventional crystallographic intensity. The P̄k (q − qk ) and ∆Pk (q − qk ) contributions can be
defined by
1
P̄k (q − qk ) = ( Pα,k (q − qk ) + Pβ,k (q − qk ))
(17)
2
and
∆Pk (q − qk ) =

1
( P (q − qk ) − Pβ,k (q − qk )).
2 α,k

(18)
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Alternatively, these contributions can be expressed in terms of the shape transforms of the unit
cell and the generalised lattice-transform as
P̄k (q − qk ) =
and
∆Pk (q − qk ) =


1
|Su (q − qk )|2 h| L(q)|2 in 1 + C12 (q)
2

(19)


1
|Su (q − qk )|2 h| L(q)|2 in 1 − C12 (q) .
2

(20)

Both Equations (19) and (20) contain contributions from |Su (q − qk )|2 h| L(q)|2 in . This is also
present in the model function for the diffracted intensity distribution, Equation (10), that we have
demonstrated and used previously for crystals composed of whole unit cells. In our previous study [21],
we chose to model these contributions with analytical peak-shape functions. Using the same approach
here, Equations (19) and (20) may be equivalently written as
P̄k (q − qk ) =
and
∆Pk (q − qk ) =


1
1 + C12 (q) Pk (q − qk )
2

(21)


1
1 − C12 (q) Pk (q − qk ),
2

(22)

where Pk (q − qk ) is a peak-shape function for the kth reflection.
The correlation coefficient, C12 (q), is considered in the Appendix A for a random occupancy
model of a two-dimensional parallelogram crystal. It is shown in the Appendix A that, under
certain assumptions for the distribution electron density sub-units on crystal surfaces, the correlation
coefficient can be given as
q b
q a
y
x
C12 (q) = cos2
cos2
,
(23)
2
2
where a and b are the unit cell parameters defining the two-dimensional crystal. As a consequence,
P̄k (q − qk ) and ∆Pk (q − qk ) will exhibit local maxima in different regions of q-space, with P̄k (q − qk )
being prominent at Bragg locations and ∆Pk (q − qk ) at midpoints between Bragg locations. This
behaviour motivates the approximation that neglects terms weighted by ∆Pk (q − qk ) for the task
of estimating structure factor amplitudes, which are defined at Bragg positions. However, it is
expected that for other applications, such as the direct phasing of data from finite crystals [14], these
contributions should be retained if using the formulation presented here.
The diffracted intensity distribution from finite crystals with external incomplete unit cells can
now be expressed as


h I (q)in ≈ ∑ ( I (qk ) P̄k (q − qk ) ,
(24)
k

which is equivalent to Equation (6). This result (Equation (6)) is used in the whole-pattern fitting
analysis presented here. This form casts the diffracted intensity distribution from incomplete unit
cells in terms of the intensities of Bragg reflections corresponding to the whole unit cell case, I (qk )
(Equation (7)). Moreover, comparison of Equations (6) and (10) indicate that incomplete unit cells are

incorporated within this formulation simply by the inclusion of the term, 12 1 + C12 (q) .
2.1.2. Crystal Dimensions
The dimensions of a crystal determine whether the inclusion of the modification term,

1 + C12 (q) , introduces differences to the diffracted intensity distributions. This is considered here
for the one-dimensional behaviour of diffracted intensity profiles with respect to lattice dimensions.
1
2
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Diffracted intensity profiles were calculated for collections of one-dimensional lattices. The lattice
transform contribution of a conventional one-dimensional lattice can be expressed as,

| L(q x )|2 =

sin2 ( Nx q x a/2)
,
sin2 (q x a/2)

(25)

where Nx is the number of unit cells along the crystal direction defined by a. Two sets of
1000 one-dimensional lattices were generated with their dimensions defined by Gaussian distributions
with a standard deviation of 25% of the mean dimension and defined by lognormal distributions.
For each probability distribution, the profile of a single one-dimensional peak was formed by merging
the contributions defined by Equation (25) for each simulated lattice. This represents an average
peak-shape, I (q x )whole , for the crystal size distribution that follows Equation (9) for whole unit cells.

The average peak-shape formed with the introduction of 12 1 + C12 (q x ) was also calculated and is
denoted here by I (q x )inc . Differences in the one-dimensional profiles were quantified by the metric,
Rdi f f =

∑qx | I (q x )whole − I (q x )inc |
.
∑qx I (q x )whole

(26)

Figure 1 shows that the metric indicates that the contribution of our term to model the presence
of incomplete unit cells rapidly becomes negligible as the average number of unit cells increases.
Our one-dimensional analysis shows that the weighted sum of differences between the intensity
profiles drops below 2% when the average length of the one-dimensional lattices reaches 12 unit
cells for both Gaussian and lognormal size distributions. Such crystal dimensions are relevant for
microED experiments [6] and were also present in the first SXC experiment performed at the LCLS [1].
Protein crystals with comparable unit cell dimensions correspond to crystal sizes of 25–500 nm, based
on analysis of the average unit cell dimensions of protein structures deposited in the Protein Data
Bank [28]. Our analysis suggests that limited accuracy may be expected in the extraction of structure
factor amplitudes from merged diffraction data sets from very small protein crystals, exhibiting
at least one dimension of the order of a few unit cells, if the presence of incomplete unit cells is
neglected. Otherwise, the presence of incomplete unit cells may have little effect on the outcome of
the data analysis. Our model assumes the random occupancy of surface sites by protein molecules
(see Appendix A). Different dependencies of intensity profiles with respect to crystal sizes may arise
for other probability distributions of incomplete unit cells or for greater numbers of sub-units.

Figure 1. Differences in one-dimensional diffracted intensity profiles (Rdi f f in Equation (26)) with
respect to average one-dimensional unit cell dimensions, Nx . Results are shown from simulations of
unit cell distributions merged from 1000 one-dimensional lattices with dimensions defined by Gaussian
distributions with a standard deviation of 25% of the mean dimension, Nx , in red and with dimensions
defined by lognormal distributions of mean, Nx , in blue.
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2.2. Simulations
Simulations were performed to examine the accuracy of structure factor amplitudes with the
presence of incomplete unit cells using a simple model for the attachment of electron density sub-units.
A hemagglutinin HA1 domain structure from the H3N2 influenza virus A (Perth, 2009) [29] was
selected as the test protein structure. This was treated as containing two rigid-body sub-units within
the conventional unit cell, defined by the two symmetry operators of the P121 space group symmetry
of the reported crystal structure (PDB ID: 4WE6). Each of the two sub-units contains two biological
assemblies of electron density that have been assumed to attach as rigid-body units of electron density
within simulations. Protein crystal structures with two rigid-body sub-units within the unit cell are
the simplest case that can be considered for the presence of incomplete unit cells and have been the
primary focus of other studies on this topic [13,18]. At the time of writing, the second most frequent
space group of protein structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank [30] (http://www.rcsb.org) is
defined by two symmetry operators and as such may frequently contain two sub-units, depending on
the quantities and attachment characteristics of protein molecules within the asymmetric unit. It is
anticipated that the approach outlined here can be extended to higher numbers of sub-units within the
unit cell with the introduction of extra correlation coefficients between sub-unit types.
Calculation of the merged diffracted intensity distributions was performed according to
Equation (3), with separation of the continuous scattering factor distributions for each of the two
rigid-body sub-units. The finite lattice transforms of the sub-lattices assigned to each sub-unit type
were calculated individually. The simulation of these finite lattice transforms was performed through
several steps. First, an ideal two-dimensional crystal composed of whole unit cells was calculated.
The dimensions of the crystal were sampled independently in orthogonal directions from lognormal
distributions. Two cases were considered in this study—sets of crystals with average bulk dimensions
of 15 and 5 in x and y directions, respectively, and sets of crystals with average bulk dimensions of
30 and 10 in x and y directions, respectively. Dimensions of such sizes are particularly relevant in
microED experiments [4,5], for which sizes of the order of hundreds of nanometres or lower may be
required to reduce the effects of multiple scattering [7]. The crystal dimensions in the real space x
and y directions were selected randomly for each crystal and independently in these directions, thus
introducing variation in both crystal size and shape. Secondly, finite sub-lattices for each sub-unit
were created for the ideal crystal to satisfy the shape and size selected. Incomplete unit cells were then
introduced by allowing sites within one unit cell thickness of the crystal surface to be independently
filled for each sub-lattice. At this point, the sub-lattice distributions differed from each other. Next, the
Fourier transform of each of the finite lattices, F1 (q) and F2 (q), and their product, F1∗ (q) F2 (q), were
calculated. These distributions were stored and the process was then repeated for total number of
1000 crystals for each crystal set. Finally, the merged diffracted intensity distributions were calculated
according to Equation (3).
2.2.1. Crystal Surfaces
A simplified model was used to generate the incomplete unit cell distributions within the
simulation study. The occupation of surface sites were randomly distributed by the sampling of
uniform probability distributions to satisfy the selected occupancy level for each set of simulated
crystals. Similar random occupancy models have been used in the literature for incomplete unit
cells [13,18,19]. We have limited our work to the use of a random occupancy model for the construction
of crystal surfaces, yet alternative models could be incorporated within this analysis with different
forms of the correlation coefficient, C12 (q), within Equation (6)). Attachment rules were imposed
to avoid the occurrence of electron density voids on the crystal surface, similarly to Liu et al. [18].
It was imposed that the attachment of each rigid-body sub-unit was restricted to opposing surfaces
in orthogonal directions. This is not applicable to all protein structures as surface populations might
depend on a range of factors, including the positioning of crystal contacts within the standard unit cell
and the crystal geometry. In other cases, both incomplete and whole unit cells could potentially form
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within the distribution of protein molecules on the crystal surface. Figure 2 provides a schematic of a
finite two-dimensional crystal with incomplete unit cells that follows our simple model. Several sets of
crystals were simulated that were defined by varying occupancy levels of surface sites, including 0%,
10%, 30% and 50% occupancy levels.

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of an externally incomplete unit cell distribution. Dark green cells indicate
a whole unit cell; light green cells indicate an incomplete cell. For simplicity, molecules are represented
by triangular shapes. The boundary of the crystal bulk is indicated with dashed green lines and the
boundary of the filling region for incomplete unit cells is indicated by dashed red lines. This region
was limited to a width of a single unit cell in this study.

3. Results and Discussion
The extraction of structure factor amplitudes with whole-pattern fitting analysis was tested on
serial diffraction data from simulated finite protein crystals containing incomplete unit cells. The
accuracy of the extracted structure factors was assessed by the conventional crystallographic R-factor
R=

hkl | − | F hkl ||
∑hkl || Fex
calc
hkl |
∑hkl | Fcalc

(27)

hkl | is the extracted structure factor amplitude of the hkl reflection and | F hkl | is the structure
where | Fex
calc
factor amplitude of the hkl reflection calculated from the information deposited in the PDB entry.
In all cases, each set of structure factor amplitudes was independently scaled and assessed against
the atomic model of given by the PDB entry (4WE6 [29]) using SFCHECK [31], which is available within
the software suite CCP4 [32]. SFCHECK estimates overall thermal factors from Wilson statistics [33]
and from the Patterson distribution [34]. The scaling of observed structure factor amplitudes is then
performed by SFCHECK using the Patterson origin peak and the overall thermal factor.

3.1. Integration Analysis for Incomplete Unit Cells
Structure factor amplitudes from SXC data are typically extracted using integration methods,
known as Monte-Carlo integration [35]. This approach estimates structure factor amplitudes through
the averaging of variations in crystal parameters such as crystal shape, size and quality and in
experimental parameters. Structure factor amplitudes are extracted through the integration of
intensities in restricted regions around Bragg locations. This can be performed on individual
diffraction patterns with the factors from equivalent peaks combined to form the fully integrated
peak contributions or following the merging of diffraction patterns into a single diffracted intensity
distribution [11]. We have applied this to merged diffracted intensity distributions formed via
simulations characterised by selected average crystal dimensions with varying occupancy levels
of incomplete unit cells.
Figures 3 and 4 show the accuracy of the integration approach for two different merged diffracted
intensity distributions with respect to the integration region. Both distributions are characterised by
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occupancy levels of incomplete unit cells of 0% and 50% on crystal surfaces. The distributions vary in
terms of the crystal size simulated; results are shown for crystals of average dimensions 15-by-5 unit
cells and for crystals of average dimensions 30-by-10 unit cells, respectively. The dependence of the
integration approach on the integration region is evident in Figures 3 and 4. The accuracy of structure
factors is best for narrower regions of integration for all diffracted intensity distributions, yet the
sensitivity to integration region is increased in the case of 50% occupancy for both average crystal sizes.
This might be expected to be the result of the disorder introduced by incomplete unit cells, affecting the
distribution of intensities around Bragg reflections. However, additional sources of inaccuracy might
also be present given that the optimal R-factors obtained from narrow integration regions are greater
in the larger crystal case. If incomplete unit cells were the sole source of error, it would be expected
that larger R-factors would result for smaller crystals given the greater contribution of surface sites
due to the larger surface-to-volume ratio. It appears that numerical inaccuracies may also be present,
possibly introduced through the sampling of continuous distributions from discrete, finite pixels and
the merging of simulated patterns. The integration regions approach distances of 40% of the reciprocal
lattice spacing within Figures 3 and 4. For broader integration regions, the increase in R-factors is
most substantial for the smaller crystal size and exceeds those found from the larger crystal case. This
meets expectations with inaccuracies introduced by incomplete unit cell contributions becoming more
dominant away from Bragg locations and for smaller crystal sizes. Very small protein crystals with
large unit cells will hold fewer pixels between Bragg locations and may suffer from incomplete unit
cell contributions due to a limited selection of integration regions. Adequate pixel sampling is required
to circumvent such errors.

Figure 3. Accuracy of extracted structure factor amplitudes via the integration approach for varying
integration regions from crystals of average dimensions of 15-by-5 unit cells and varying occupancy
levels of surface unit cells. The integration region is shown as the distance from Bragg locations;
the upper value approaches a distance of 40% of the reciprocal lattice spacing. The legend indicates the
average percentage of occupancy levels for each set of simulated crystals.
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Figure 4. Accuracy of extracted structure factor amplitudes via the integration approach for varying
integration regions from crystals of average dimensions of 30-by-10 unit cells and varying occupancy
levels of surface unit cells. The integration region is shown as the distance from Bragg locations;
the upper value approaches a distance of 40% of the reciprocal lattice spacing. The legend indicates the
average percentage of occupancy levels for each set of simulated crystals.

Figures 3 and 4 exhibit offsets in accuracy for the extracted structure factors between the
two occupancy levels of incomplete unit cells for all integration regions in both diffracted intensity
distributions. These offsets were found to be greater for simulated crystals of smaller average
dimensions. This agrees with physical expectations given the greater surface-to-volume ratio of
incomplete unit cells for this case and our analysis of one-dimensional intensity profiles. The overall
accuracy of the extracted structure factors appears limited using this approach in the presence of
incomplete unit cells in comparison to that of the ideal finite crystal case of entirely intact unit cells.
Despite this, inaccuracies introduced due to the presence of incomplete unit cells are not significant
with appropriate integration regions when considering the relative differences in R-factors obtained,
for which the worst increase for narrow integration regions was found to be less than 0.005. This
indicates that in most cases with the conventional unit cell populated by two symmetry-related
sub-units, the surface distributions of incomplete unit cells will make a largely negligible contribution
to the extraction of structure factor amplitudes. This is an encouraging result as it indicates that the
potential presence of incomplete unit cells should not limit the conventional crystallographic analysis
of submicron crystals in SXC and microED experiments. Some caution should be exercised, however,
given that greater inaccuracies could result for larger numbers of sub-units within the conventional
unit cell, with greater variety in possible surface constructions, or for surface regions of incomplete
unit cells of widths greater than one cell and for broad integration regions. Shifted intensities arising
from peak partiality in SXC experiments can also be expected to introduce further inaccuracies and
sensitivity to integration size.
3.2. Whole-Pattern Fitting and Integration Analysis
Whole-pattern fitting was applied to the simulated diffracted intensity distributions following the
procedure outlined previously by Dilanian et al. [21] using a two-dimensional pseudo-Voigt function

to fit the modeled peak-shape Pk (q − qk ), both with and without the modification term ( 12 1 + C12 (q)
in Equation (6)) to incorporate the presence of incomplete unit cells. Figures 5 and 6 show the accuracy
of extracted structure factor amplitudes for varying occupancy levels (%) of incomplete unit cells on
crystal surfaces of average dimensions of 15 by 5 unit cells and 30 by 10 unit cells, respectively. These
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results are those found by the modified whole-pattern fitting technique with a correction factor for
incomplete unit cells, the whole-pattern fitting technique without this factor and by the integration
of regions surrounding Bragg reflections. Structure factor amplitudes obtained from whole-pattern
fitting analysis present a small improvement in accuracy for all occupancy levels on incomplete unit
cells in comparison to whole-pattern fitting without modification and in comparison to the best results
obtained from integration.

Figure 5. Accuracy of extracted structure factor amplitudes for varying occupancy levels (%) of
incomplete unit cells on crystal surfaces of average dimensions of 15-by-5 unit cells. Blue points show
the results of the modified whole-pattern fitting analysis outlined in this study; purple points show

results excluding the correction factor, 12 1 + C12 (q) . Green points show the results of the integration
of Bragg reflections. Integration results are shown for a single integration region for which the most
accurate structure factor amplitudes were extracted.

Figure 6. Accuracy of extracted structure factor amplitudes for varying occupancy levels (%) of
incomplete unit cells on crystal surfaces of average dimensions of 30-by-10 unit cells. Blue points show
the results of the modified whole-pattern fitting analysis outlined in this study; purple points show

results excluding the correction factor, 12 1 + C12 (q) . Green points show the results of the integration
of Bragg reflections. Integration results are shown for a single integration region for which the most
accurate structure factor amplitudes were extracted.
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The modified whole-pattern fitting approach presents an improvement of approximately ∼0.01
over integration for the smallest crystals. It should be noted that the accuracy of the integration
approach has some dependence on the size of the integration region. This is demonstrated here for
incomplete unit cells in Figures 3 and 4. The results displayed in Figures 5 and 6 for the integration
approach are those found from narrow integration areas. In contrast, the modified whole-pattern
approach is not dependent on the selection of integration regions and shows an improvement in
accuracy over the integration method for its optimal integration region. This improvement is more
substantial when compared to other regions of integration. The optimal integration region can be
affected by several factors, including crystal size and quality, pixel size and beam characteristics [36].
Small differences are present in the R-factors obtained from whole-pattern fitting performed
including and excluding the modification term in Figures 5 and 6. It should be noted that all diffracted
intensity distributions were independently fitted. Different peak-shape parameters were found as the
final output providing the best agreement between the simulated and modeled diffracted intensity
distributions in all cases. The contribution of incomplete unit cells is then not the only factor varying
between results obtained from whole-pattern modeling and cannot be readily isolated. It is possible
that the variation of peak-shape parameters may take into account variation in occupancy to some
extent. Comparison of the performance of whole-pattern modeling with and without the modification
term introduced for incomplete unit cells shows some interesting trends. Smaller R-factors were found
overall using the modification term, even in the case of 0% occupancy of incomplete unit cells. This
might be interpreted as this term providing an improvement to the peak-shape function selected to

model the ideal peak-shape, Pk (q − qk . The quality of fit between simulated and diffracted intensity
distributions was assessed for all cases with the weighted sum of all differences between simulated
and modeled distributions, R f it . Figure 7 shows the behaviour of this metric for the larger crystal
size case for both whole-pattern modeling approaches for increasing occupancy of incomplete unit
cells. This indicates that the inclusion of the modification term both provides improved fitting for 0%
occupancy, supporting that this might present an improvement to the ideal peak-shape, but that it also
improves the quality of fitting as the fraction of incomplete unit cells increases. Without this term,
the quality of fitting worsens more rapidly as the presence of incomplete unit cells increases.
The inclusion of the modification term in the whole-pattern fitting model does not entirely mitigate
the presence of incomplete unit cells and other sources of inaccuracies. As shown in Figures 5 and 6,
the poorest R-factors were found from modified whole-pattern fitting for the case of the largest
occupancy of incomplete unit cells, while Figure 7 shows the modification terms improves yet does
not remove dependence of the quality of fit with respect to occupancy. Within the derivation of the
modification term for the presence of incomplete unit cells (see Appendix A), it is assumed that the
probability of the attachment of differing sub-units is equal for a given crystal direction. It is also
assumed that the probabilities of attachment in opposing crystal directions are independent. These
assumptions were satisfied in our simulations of crystals with incomplete unit cells. Despite this,
the accuracy of structure factor amplitudes exhibits dependence on the occupancy of surface unit
cells with single protein molecules. This suggests limitations in the approximations made, such as
discarding terms such as Equation (22). Equation (22) includes contributions that are most significant
at halfway points between Bragg locations. It may be the case that for finite crystals, such as those only
a few unit cells across, the inclusion of these contributions is necessary for the full characterisation
of the presence of incomplete unit cells. On the other hand, other sources of error may be affecting
the performance of the whole-pattern fitting technique. It is worth noting that larger overall R-factors
were found in the larger crystal case from this technique, as observed for integration in Section 3.1
possibly due to the presence of other inaccuracies. The whole-pattern fitting approach is designed for
small crystals, where Bragg peak distributions are broad and scattering between peaks is significant.
This may also affect the relative performance of the whole-pattern fitting for the larger crystal case,
where less extended peak distributions are present than in the smaller crystal case. In addition, other
selections of peak-shape functions for modeling Pk (q − qk ) may produce different behaviour. Despite
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these points, the structure factor amplitudes are consistently of greater accuracy from the modified
whole-pattern fitting analysis for all considered distributions of incomplete unit cells in comparison to
the other approaches tested. As noted, greater numbers of sub-units within the conventional unit cell
may affect the accuracy of structure factor amplitudes. In this case, a model to incorporate the presence
of incomplete unit cells may be required for standard crystallographic analysis of the diffraction data.

Figure 7. Quality of fit of the modeled distributions for varying occupancy levels (%) of incomplete
unit cells on crystal surfaces of average dimensions of 30-by-10 unit cells. Blue points show the results
of the modified whole-pattern fitting analysis outlined in this study and purple points show results

excluding the correction factor, 12 1 + C12 (q) . All values have the minimum R f it factor obtained, R0 ,
subtracted for scaling purposes.

Experimental diffraction data from finite protein crystals would be expected to include other
sources of disorder beyond the presence of incomplete unit cells on crystal surfaces. A recent
study [37] presented the merging of XFEL diffraction data from photosystem II crystals to form a
continuous diffractive distribution, satisfying a model of Gaussian translational disorder of lattice sites.
Remarkably, this allowed for an extension of the effective resolution of the crystals by the inclusion and
analysis of the continuous high resolution diffraction using coherent diffractive imaging techniques.
It has also been demonstrated that disorder within submicron protein crystals can be treated as a
source of partial coherence within a continuous model for the diffractive intensity distribution [38].
This approach could be potentially combined with our model for the analysis of experimental data
with various sources of structural disorder, via the introduction of multiple coherent modes [39].
Recent developments in crystallography experiments provide the capability of gaining new insight
into the structural disorder of finite protein crystals [40]. The comparison of experimental data from
well-characterised finite protein crystal samples against models for incomplete unit cells may provide
insight into their occurrence on crystal surfaces in future work. For example, the performance of the
algorithm presented here on such data may provide greater understanding of the likelihood of the
conditions assumed within our model for incomplete unit cells.
4. Conclusions
The extraction of structure factor amplitudes from merged diffraction data formed from finite
protein crystals with surface distributions of protein molecules was considered in this work and is
relevant for diffraction experiments involving small, finite crystals, such as microED and SXC. A new
model for the diffracted intensity distribution merged from a collection of finite protein crystals with
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random occupancy distributions of surface molecules, forming incomplete unit cells, was presented.
We demonstrated that this model can affect the accuracy of structure factor amplitudes for very small
crystals, especially those with at least one crystal dimension of the order of a few unit cells.
Our model was used to extend a new whole-pattern fitting technique [21] for the improved
estimation of structure factor amplitudes from finite crystals. The modified whole-pattern fitting
approach was found to provide structure factor amplitudes of greater accuracy compared with
integration approaches for different occupancies of incomplete unit cells on crystal surfaces for
two-dimensional crystals with average dimensions of 15-by-5 and 30-by-10 conventional unit cells.
The whole-pattern fitting results still displayed some dependence on the occupancy of surface unit cells,
diminishing in accuracy as this increased. The approximations that were employed do not entirely
take into account the contributions of incomplete unit cells, yet may provide an improved method
for the extraction of structure factor amplitudes over integration methods in the cases considered.
The presence of incomplete unit cells could not be entirely neglected without affecting the accuracy
of structure factor amplitudes within our simulations with small inaccuracies in structure factor
amplitudes obtained by whole-pattern fitting analysis and by integration methods relative to whole
unit cells. The relative increase in R-factors obtained due to the introduction of incomplete unit cells
was limited to less than 0.005 with appropriate selection of integration regions and could be further
improved by ∼0.01 by the use of whole-pattern fitting analysis. As a consequence, the presence of
incomplete unit cells did not present an intrinsic limitation to the analysis of merged diffraction data
from finite crystals containing two electron density sub-units within the conventional unit cell in
both approaches.
The scope of this work was limited to protein crystal structures with conventional unit cells
containing two rigid-body sub-units and with distributions of incomplete unit cells limited to a width
of a single unit cell, rather than large regions and internal structural voids. Future work could extend
this to greater numbers of sub-units and other probability distributions for the inclusion of protein
molecules on crystal surfaces and vacancies within the crystal bulk.
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micro electron diffraction

Appendix A
Here we derive the form of Equation (23) and show that the effect of incomplete unit cells can be
described by a correlation coefficient for the case of a two-dimensional parallelogram crystal.
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The lattice transform of a conventional two-dimensional parallelogram crystal can be expressed as
sin( Nx q x a/2)
sin(q x a/2)
sin( Ny qy b/2) i( N q a/2) i( Ny qy b/2)
×
e x x
e
,
sin(qy b/2)

L (q) =

(A1)

where Nx and Ny are the quantities of unit cells of the crystal along directions defined by unit cell
parameters a and b, respectively. Similarly to the sub-lattice approach outlined in Section 2.1, the lattice
transform corresponding to each electron density sub-unit can be expressed by separating quantities
for each sub-unit. Nix and Niy will be used here to denote the quantities of the ith sub-unit along the a
and b crystal directions, respectively.
The average sub-lattice transform for n crystals will be examined here for the case of two
rigid-body sub-units. This can be expressed as
Lij (q) = h Li∗ (q) L j (q)in ,

(A2)

where i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2 and lattice transform terms can be cast for each sub-unit following
Equation (A1) using the quantities Nix and Niy .
The average sub-lattice transform for identical sub-units can be expressed as,
Lii (q) = ∑ Nix ∑ Niy P( Nix ) P( Niy )

×

2
sin2 ( Nix q x a/2) sin ( Niy qy b/2)
,
sin2 (q x a/2)
sin2 (qy b/2)

(A3)

where the probabilities, P( Nix ) and P( Niy ), of the distributions of the ith sub-unit along the a and b
crystal directions, respectively, are assumed to be independent.
It is also assumed that probabilities of the distributions of each sub-unit are identical
(i.e., P( N1x ) = P( N2x ) and P( N1y ) = P( N2y )). This equates the sub-lattice transforms of each sub-unit,
which is defined here as the generalised lattice-transform introduced in Equation (4):
L11 (q) = L22 (q) ≡ h| L(q)|2 in

(A4)

The sub-lattice transform formed from differing sub-units is now considered. It is assumed that
the probabilities along crystal directions a and b are independent and, as a consequence, are separable:
L12 (q) = L12 (q x ) L12 (qy )

(A5)

L12 (q x ) = h L1∗ (q x ) L2 (q x )in

(A6)

where
Equation (A6) is one-dimensional and is dependent on the truncations of crystal surfaces.
Four cases of surface truncations are possible for surface distributions of incomplete unit cells limited
to the width of a single unit cell. Using Nx to denote the number of sub-units of type 1 for brevity, the
four cases include:
(1)

Equal numbers of each sub-unit.

h L1∗ (q x ) L2 (q x )i
(2)

Equal numbers of each sub-unit.

h L1∗ (q x ) L2 (q x )i
(3)

=
=

The unit cell is defined by 1,2 packing order with

sin2 ( N q x a/2)
.
∑ Nx P( Nx ) sin2 (qx a/2
)
x

The unit cell is defined by 2,1 packing order with

sin2 ( N q x a/2) i (q x a)
e
.
∑ Nx P( Nx ) sin2 (qx a/2
)
x

N2x = Nx + 1. The unit cell is not defined. For this case,
) sin(( Nx +1)q x a/2) i (q x a/2)
h L1∗ (q x ) L2 (q x )i = ∑ Nx P( Nx ) sin( Nx qx a/2
e
.
sin2 (q a/2)
x
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N2x = Nx − 1. The unit cell is not defined. For this case,
) sin(( Nx −1)q x a/2) −i (q x a/2)
e
.
h L1∗ (q x ) L2 (q x )i = ∑ Nx P( Nx ) sin( Nx qx a/2
sin2 (q a/2)
x

If the average sub-lattice transform is assumed to be an equally weighted sum of these cases, this
can be written after some manipulation as
1
L12 (q x ) = h| L(q x )|2 in (cos2 (q x a/2) + i sin(q x a)).
4

(A7)

Substitution of this result into Equation (A5) yields

L12 (q) = h| L(q)|2 in cos2 (q x a/2) cos2 (qy b/2)
1
sin(q x a) sin(qy b)
− 16

1
+i 4 cos2 (q x a/2) sin(qy b)

+ cos2 (qy b/2) sin(q x a)) .

(A8)

Substitution of this result into Equation (3) defines the diffracted intensity distribution as


h I (q)in ∝ | F1 (q)|2 L11 (q) + | F2 (q)|2 L22 (q) + 2Re{ L12 (q)}Re{ F1∗ (q) F2 (q)} − 2Im{ L12 (q)}Im{ F1∗ (q) F2 (q)} . (A9)

The last term, 2Im{ L12 (q)}Im{ F1∗ (q) F2 (q)}, has a maximum contribution of one quarter of the
preceding term, 2Re{ L12 (q)}Re{ F1∗ (q) F2 (q)}, and will be neglected as a consequence. With this
approximation, the following definition has been used
Cij (q) =

Re{ Lij (q)}
,
h| L(q)|2 in

(A10)

where h| L(q)|2 in is the the generalised lattice-transform introduced in Equation (4).
This can now be evaluated for all correlation coefficients. For identical sub-units, the correlation
coefficients are
Re{ L11 (q)}
C11 (q) =
h| L(q)|2 in
h| L(q)|2 in
=
(A11)
h| L(q)|2 in

=1
= C22 (q).
For differing sub-units, the correlation coefficient can be expressed as,
C12 (q) = (cos2 (q x a/2) cos2 (qy b/2)
1
sin(q x a) sin(qy b))
− 16
 
 
q b
≈ cos2 q2x a cos2 2y .

(A12)
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